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ABSTRACT

The ITU-R BS.1770 recommendation for measuring the perceived loudness of audio signals has seen widespread
adoption in broadcasting. Due to its simplicity, this algorithm has now found applications across audio signal
processing. Here we describe pyloudnorm, a Python package that enables the measurement of integrated loudness
following the recommendation. While a number of implementations are available, ours provides an easy-to-install
package, a simple interface, and the ability to adjust the algorithm parameters, a feature that others neglect. We
outline the design of pyloudnorm and discuss a set of modifications based upon recent literature that improve the
robustness of loudness measurements. We perform an evaluation comparing accuracy and runtime with six other
implementations, demonstrating that pyloudnorm is both fully compliant and one of the fastest options.

1

Introduction

The nonlinear nature of the human auditory system
makes measurement of the perceived loudness of sound
challenging [1]. While subjective loudness has been
an active area of research in psychoacoustics over the
last half century [2–5], these models are often complex and not applicable to measuring the loudness of
streaming or recorded audio. For this reason, there
has been a longstanding interest within the broadcast
industry in simple loudness models, as they enable
the ability to monitor and control the listener experience [6–11]. Concurrently, there has been interest in
methods for measuring the loudness of music such as
Vickers’ loudness [12] and ReplayGain [13]. In an
effort to standardize, simplify, and improve upon previous approaches, the ITU-R BS.1770 recommendation
was proposed [14], and has now seen widespread adoption [15, 16]. The proposed metering algorithm was
later included in the EBU R 128 recommendation,
which dictates loudness for broadcast material [17].

The ITU-R BS.1770 recommendation proposes a
straightforward algorithm consisting of frequencyweighting filters and gated energy measurements. The
algorithm has been shown to correlate well with the
perceived loudness of broadband content, is computationally efficient, and relatively easy to implement. For
all these reasons it has now seen widespread adoption
in the broadcast industry, and with the rise of online
streaming platforms, interest in content normalization
with the recommendation has sustained [18, 19].
While this recommendation has been found to correlate
well with broadband content, further listening studies
have discovered that this is not always the case, especially for narrowband content [20–23]. These investigations have led to a series of proposed modifications
to the original recommendation, which generally consists of adjustments to the algorithm parameters for
the frequency-weighting filters and gating block sizes.
While these modifications are relatively straightforward
to incorporate, there has been limited adoption thus far.
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Fig. 1: Measurement of integrated loudness following the ITU-R BS.1770 recommendation [14].
While originally intended for broadcast scenarios, due
to its simplicity and efficacy, the ITU-R BS.1770 recommendation has now found applications across audio signal processing [23–30]. In order to meet the
demand for applications outside its original scope, a
number of implementations now exist that provide a
programmatic interface. Unfortunately, most of these
implementations are either difficult to install, provide
an interface that is not efficiently accessed from Python,
or do not allow for modifications of the algorithm parameters. For these reasons, we built pyloudnorm1 , a
Python package that is easily installed and integrated
into existing projects, while also providing the ability
to adjust the underlying algorithm parameters.
The simplicity and flexibility of this package has
lead to an interest in pyloudnorm, which a variety of
works now utilize. Current applications include preprocessing for audio machine learning datasets, such
as the CLEAR dataset for acoustic question answering [31], a dataset of multichannel hearing aid recordings [32], the LibriMix dataset which generated mixtures of speech for source separation [33], the creation
of music mixtures in the Slakh dataset [34], and the
OrchideaSOL dataset [35], which features orchestral
recordings. In addition to dataset pre-processing, there
have also been applications in feature extraction for
machine learning with the Surfboard library [36], as
well as in data augmentation in Scaper [37], and as a
final post-processing step in voice conversion [38].
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2
we describe the algorithm and introduce recently proposed modifications. Then in Section 3 we introduce
pyloudnorm, along with other existing implementations. Section 4 presents an evaluation of these implementations using the compliance material provided by
the recommendation, as well as our own collection of
examples. We finally present conclusions in Section 5.
1 https://github.com/csteinmetz1/pyloudnorm

2

Algorithm

The proposed algorithm is outlined for the stereo case at
a high level in Fig. 1. First, the “K”-frequency weighting consists of a high-shelf filter that aims to mimic the
response of the head, followed by a highpass filter that
reduces the influence of low frequencies. Then we take
the filtered signal of each channel yi , and split this into
overlapping blocks of 400 ms, with an overlap of 75%.
We then compute the energy of each block j in each
channel i
1 N
zi, j = ∑ yi, j [n]2 ,
N n=1
where N is the number of samples in each block, and n
is the sample index within the block. The loudness of
each block is then given by
l j = −0.691 + 10 log10

∑ gi · zi, j ,
i

where gi = [1, 1, 1, 1.41, 1.41], for the left, right, centre,
left surround, and right surround, respectively.
The final step involves applying a gate in order to reduce the influence of blocks with low energy. An absolute threshold is given by Γa = −70 dB LUFS, along
with a second relative threshold Γr , which is determined by first measuring the loudness of all the blocks
above the absolute threshold and subtracting 10
!
1
zi, j − 10,
Γr = −0.691 + 10 log10 ∑ gi
|Jg | ∑
Jg
i
where Jg = { j : l j > Γa }, and |Jg | is the number of
blocks above the threshold. This enables us to compute the final integrated loudness in the same way by
summing only blocks that fall above both thresholds
!
1
LKG = −0.691 + 10 log10 ∑ gi
zi, j ,
|Jg | ∑
i
Jg
this time where Jg = { j : l j > Γa and l j > Γr }.
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Proposed modifications

The recommendation makes clear that loudness measurements correlate well with perception only when the
signal being measured is broadband in nature.
It should be noted that while this algorithm
has been shown to be effective for use on
audio programmes that are typical of broadcast content, the algorithm is not, in general,
suitable for use to estimate the subjective
loudness of pure tones. [14]
While this is not often an issue when employed in
broadcast scenarios, the use of this recommendation
in other applications has continued to increase, potentially leading to inaccurate measurements. For example, when measuring the loudness of narrowband or
percussive content, such as isolated instruments, sound
effects, impulse responses, as well as other recordings.
The degree to which measurements produced by the recommendation deviate from perception has been studied.
A number of modifications have been proposed that aim
to improve the performance and robustness of measurements. Cabrera et al. [20] proposed some of the first
adjustments, informed by a number of listening studies.
This involved raising the cutoff frequency of the highpass filter to 149 Hz, and the replacement of the highshelf filter by a notch filter centered at 1 kHz. Pestana
and Barbosa [39] first identified potential shortcomings
of the recommendation for common multitrack sources,
and later suggested adopting a smaller gating block size
of 280 ms in combination with a +10 dB gain on the
high-shelf filter [21].
More recently, Fenton and Lee [22] provided two alternative frequency-weighting filters. The first adjustment
proposed boosting the gain of the high-shelf filter by
+5 dB and changing the cutoff of the highpass filter to
130 Hz, as well as the addition of a peaking filter with
a center frequency of 500 Hz. They also investigated
a more complex modification that replaced this peaking filter with a higher order variant. Fenton [23] later
extended these results with a further listening study,
providing optimized filter and gating block size parameters for different instrument types, which they
found improved the quality of equal loudness-based
mixes. De Man [40] noted that the original recommendation only provided filter coefficients at 48 kHz, so
they reverse-engineered the filter specification from the
original recommendation and provided filter prototypes
that enable fully compliant filters at any sample rate.

Implementation

We designed pyloudnorm with simplicity in mind. This
means that users can measure the loudness of an array of audio samples using just three lines of code, as
shown in Listing 1. This includes importing the package, instantiating a meter with the appropriate sample
rate, and then passing an array of audio samples to
measure. Calling the integrated loudness method will
return the integrated loudness in dB LUFS of an array
of audio samples, as measured by a meter following
the original recommendation.
import pyloudnorm as pyln
# create BS.1770 meter
meter = pyln.Meter(rate)
# measure loudness of signal x
loudness = meter.integrated_loudness(x)

Listing 1: Using pyloudnorm in Python.
This enables users to carry out loudness measurements
following the recommendation without any underlying
knowledge of the algorithm and its parameters. But, as
outlined in the previous section, a number of modifications have been proposed, which improve performance
for some use cases. To facilitate the integration of these
modifications, pyloudnorm additionally exposes the
underlying algorithm parameters to users if desired. To
enable use of the proposed modifications we include
pre-defined filter specifications. This facilitates the use
of these modifications by simply passing a corresponding string while instantiating the meter. We hope that
this will enable users to make more accurate measurements in the growing and diverse applications of the
loudness recommendation.
In addition to the modifications that have been proposed thus far, pyloudnorm also includes the ability
to easily adopt new modifications. This includes any
adjustments to the gating block size and frequencyweighting filters. This even enables users to define any
cascade of arbitrary second-order filters, providing a
high level of flexibility, if desired. To facilitate this, we
include an IIR filter class that implements not only the
highpass and high-shelf filter prototypes used in the
original recommendation, but also low-shelf, lowpass,
peaking, and notch filter prototypes. This functionality enables easy adoption of future modifications, as
well as provides a platform for experimenting with new
modifications to the recommendation.
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Evaluation

4.2

Beyond pyloudnorm, a wide variety of implementations of the loudness recommendation have been made
available, both in streaming and offline formats. In this
section we compare pyloudnorm to four open source
offline implementations, as well as two commercial implementations that provide a graphical user interface.
4.1

Other implementations

Essentia [41] is a popular C++ library with a Python
interface for music information retrieval feature extraction. In addition to many other common audio features,
Essentia includes an implementation of the loudness
recommendation. While Essentia provides an extensive
collection of audio features, it is large and somewhat
cumbersome to install, making it less attractive in the
case where only loudness measurements are desired.
Another popular alternative is ffmpeg2 , a crossplatform tool for processing audio and video. Results
from the meter can be accessed in Python by making
calls to the command-line, or optionally through a wrapper, at the cost of some additional overhead compared
to a pure Python implementation.
libebur1283 provides an implementation in C, and addresses some of the limitations of ffmpeg, namely that
it provides a more efficient interface since it has less
overhead than the far more powerful ffmpeg tool. Nevertheless, it still suffers from a similar problem in that
it does not feature a direct implementation in Python.
A more recent implementation, loudness.py [40], addresses many of these limitations by providing a Python
implementation utilizing NumPy [42], making it the
closest to pyloudnorm. Additionally, loudness.py provides a more precise implementation of the frequencyweighting filters based upon reverse-engineering the
filter specifications in the recommendation. The major limitation is that it provides a standalone Python
function, and therefore cannot easily be installed and
imported within a Python project, as pyloudnorm can.
We also consider two commercial implementations.
These include the meter in Adobe Audition4 , a popular
digital audio workstation, and youlean5 , a web-based
implementation. This implementation allows users to
upload audio files to a web page for them to be analyzed
with measurements reported back to the user.
2 https://ffmpeg.org/
3 https://github.com/jiixyj/libebur128
4 https://www.adobe.com/products/audition
5 https://youlean.co/file-loudness-meter/

Compliance material

While no reference meter exists, the ITU-R BS.1770
recommendation provides compliance material in order
to evaluate meter implementations [43]. The provided
compliance material consists of mono, stereo, and multichannel audio files at 48 kHz sample rate. The recommendation states that a compliant meter should measure
within ± 0.1 dB LUFS of the target value.
As a first step, we compare the measurements of the
compliance material from the different implementations. Since pyloudnorm incorporates the filter specification from loudness.py proposed by De Man [40], we
perform measurements with pyloudnorm both in its default configuration, as well as with the modified filters.
We report the full results of these measurements in Table 1. While we find that pyloudnorm, libebur128, and
Audition provide measurements that are fully compliant, surprisingly, we find that some implementations do
not produce the correct measurements. Code to reproduce these results along with the compliance material
is made available online6 .
loudness.py

The loudness.py implementation achieves compliance
on all test material except for AbsGateTest, which
has a significant error of -1.96 dB LUFS. This is likely
due to an issue when the input signal contains multiple
blocks of total silence. Interestingly, the result of a computation with a block of silence results in a loudness for
the block of −∞ dB LUFS, which conceptually agrees
with our understanding, yet this causes a problem when
summing the loudness of the blocks. In pyloudnorm,
we handle this by converting −∞ values to the smallest
value supported by the platform (generally −1.8e308
for float64) before the summation of the blocks.
ffmpeg

Similar to loudness.py, ffmpeg produces mostly compliant measurements with the exception of a single test
case. We measured a deviation of +0.4 dB LUFS from
the target value in RelGateTest . It is unclear what
causes this deviation in the measurement. Interestingly,
on many of the other measurements, particularly the
sine tone examples, the ffmpeg meter produces readings that are exactly +0.1 dB LUFS above the target,
which is at the exact limit for compliance.
6 https://github.com/csteinmetz1/pyloudnorm-eval
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Implementation
File

Target

pyloudnorm
loudness.py
Default De Man

ffmpeg

libebur128

Essentia

Audition

youlean

FrequencySweep

-18.0

-18.03

-17.99

-17.99 -18.00

-18.00

-18.18

-18.03

-18.02

25Hz_2ch
100Hz_2ch
500Hz_2ch
1000Hz_2ch
2000Hz_2ch
10000Hz_2ch

-23.0
-23.0
-23.0
-23.0
-23.0
-23.0

-23.00
-23.03
-23.04
-23.03
-23.03
-23.04

-22.99
-22.99
-22.99
-22.99
-22.99
-22.99

-22.99
-22.99
-22.99
-22.99
-22.99
-22.99

-23.10
-23.10
-23.10
-23.10
-23.10
-23.10

-23.00
-23.00
-23.00
-23.00
-23.00
-23.00

-26.37
-22.86
-22.99
-23.00
-23.00
-23.00

-23.04
-23.04
-23.04
-23.04
-23.04
-23.04

-23.02
-23.02
-23.02
-23.02
-23.02
-23.02

25Hz_2ch
100Hz_2ch
500Hz_2ch
1000Hz_2ch
2000Hz_2ch
10000Hz_2ch

-24.0
-24.0
-24.0
-24.0
-24.0
-24.0

-24.00
-24.03
-24.04
-24.04
-24.04
-24.04

-23.99
-23.99
-23.99
-23.99
-23.99
-23.99

-23.99
-23.99
-23.99
-23.99
-23.99
-23.99

-24.10
-24.10
-24.10
-24.10
-24.10
-24.10

-24.00
-24.00
-24.00
-24.00
-24.00
-24.00

-27.21
-23.92
-23.99
-24.00
-24.00
-24.00

-24.04
-24.04
-24.04
-24.04
-24.04
-24.04

-24.02
-24.02
-24.02
-24.02
-24.02
-24.02

RelGateTest
AbsGateTest

-10.0
-69.5

-10.07
-69.49

-10.03
-69.45

-10.03 -9.60
-71.46 -69.50

-10.00
-69.50

-10.03
-69.45

-10.07
-69.49

-10.15
-69.55

Mono_Voice+Music
Mono_Voice+Music
Stereo_VinL+R
Stereo_VinL+R

-23.0
-24.0
-23.0
-24.0

-23.03
-24.03
-23.03
-24.02

-22.99
-23.99
-22.98
-23.98

-22.99
-23.99
-22.98
-23.98

-23.00
-24.00
-23.00
-24.00

-22.97
-23.97
-22.97
-23.97

-23.03
-24.04
-23.02
-24.02

-22.98
-23.98
-22.99
-23.98

-23.10
-24.10
-23.10
-24.10

Loudness (dB LUFS)

Table 1: Comparison of loudness algorithm implementations with provided compliance material [43].
Measurements that are not within the ±0.1 dB LUFS tolerance for compliance are marked in boldface.
20

4.3

25

As a further investigation, we collected a set of material aimed at challenging the implementations. This
includes a number of pure tones, noise, as well as instrument recordings. Since there exists no target loudness,
we look for agreement among the implementations. We
compute the mean measurement across all implementations and identify any that appear to disagree with
the mean by a significant margin (≥ 0.5 dB LUFS). We
report measurements on these signals in Table 2.

30

pyloudnorm (Default)
pyloudnorm (De Man)
loudness.py
ffmpeg
loudness-scanner
essentia

35
40
45

5

10

15
20
25
30
Frequency (Hz)
Fig. 2: Measured loudness of -6 dB sinusoidal tones.
Essentia

We find that Essentia underestimates the loudness
of very low frequency content, as is evident in the
25Hz_2ch test case, where we measure a deviation of
-3.37 dB LUFS. This leads us to believe that Essentia
has a subtle difference in the shape of the filter in the
low-end of the frequency range. We measured the loudness of a number of low frequency sine tones with a
peak of -6 dB, as shown in Fig. 2. This clearly demonstrates a deviation in the shape of the filtering in the
low frequencies, yet the cause of this is not clear.

Challenging material

Notably, we find that ffmpeg produces results that disagree with the other implementations for a number
of the test signals, in some cases producing a deviation of over 1 dB LUFS. Essentia agrees for most of
the test material, but measures a deviation of nearly
-5 dB LUFS for the 16 Hz sine tone, as we would expect based on our earlier findings. loudness.py agrees
with the other implementations, and the issue we observed previously does not appear. Finally, it appears
that youlean deviates significantly, with a moderate difference in six of the thirteen test signals. As before,
pyloudnorm, libebur128, and Audition tend to produce
measurements that closely agree with each another.
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Implementation
File

Mean

pyloudnorm
loudness.py ffmpeg libebur128 Essentia Audition youlean
Default De Man

sine_16Hz
sine_1000Hz
sine_1000Hz_pad
sine_16000Hz
sine_19000Hz
multi-sines
hf-noise
chirp-150-190
our_gating_test

-24.08
-3.13
-4.18
-19.77
-19.78
-10.65
-9.34
-6.69
-3.37

-23.44
-3.05
-4.19
-19.69
-19.69
-10.67
-9.21
-6.55
-3.37

-23.44
-3.01
-4.15
-19.64
-19.64
-10.62
-9.16
-6.50
-3.33

-23.36
-3.01
-4.15
-19.64
-19.64
-10.62
-9.15
-6.52
-3.33

-23.50
-3.00
-4.20
-19.70
-19.80
-10.60
-9.60
-6.50
-3.30

-23.40
-3.00
-4.10
-19.60
-19.60
-10.60
-9.20
-6.50
-3.30

-28.48
-3.01
-4.15
-19.64
-19.64
-10.64
-9.16
-6.51
-3.33

-23.48
-3.05
-4.19
-19.69
-19.69
-10.67
-9.21
-6.55
-3.37

-23.51
-3.88
-4.32
-20.52
-20.52
-10.79
-10.04
-7.88
-3.61

piano-D6
soprano-E4
vibraphone-C6
violin-B3

-25.12
-29.74
-17.29
-12.78

-25.02
-29.82
-16.95
-12.82

-24.98
-29.77
-16.90
-12.78

-24.98
-29.57
-16.90
-12.69

-28.20
-29.60
-17.90
-12.70

-25.00
-29.60
-16.90
-12.70

-24.98
-29.78
-19.60
-12.78

-25.03
-29.61
-16.95
-12.74

-22.73
-30.15
-16.23
-13.00

Table 2: Comparison of loudness algorithm implementations with alternative material.
Measurements that disagree with others significantly (≥ 0.5 dB LUFS) are marked in boldface.
Overall, it appears that many of the trends from the original compliance material hold, namely that pyloudnorm,
along with loudness.py, libebur128, and Adobe Audition produce measurements that tend to agree with each
other. Nevertheless, these findings underlie an important realization that not all of these implementations
produce equivalent results. Therefore care should be
taken when utilizing their measurements, especially in
cases where measurements will be compared across the
different implementations, as this could lead to audible
differences in normalization.
4.4

Runtime

As the final component of our evaluation, we investigate the runtime performance of the Python implementations. While this evaluation does not directly
measure the runtime of each implementation, it provides insight into the amount of time required when
performing these measurements from Python. We measured the average execution time for each audio file
in the set of compliance material over 10 runs. We
then report the average real-time factor (RTF) for each
implementation in Table 3, with the real-time factor
indicating how much faster the execution takes with
respect to the duration of the audio file.
We find that ffmpeg is clearly the slowest, and this is
likely due to the overhead required in the processing
pipeline, which must be invoked in order to measure the
loudness. This is followed by Essentia, which provides

Implementation

RTF

Audio Loader

ffmpeg
Essentia
libebur128
loudness.py

26x
88x
114x
421x

ffmpeg
Essentia
ffmpeg
pysoundfile

pyln (Default)
pyln (De Man)

338x
455x

pysoundfile
pysoundfile

Table 3: Mean real-time factor.
its own interface for reading audio data from disk. It
performs about 3x faster than ffmpeg, but still lags
behind the others. libebur128 achieves a 4x speedup
compared to ffmpeg, likely due to having less overhead.
In the case of the native Python implementations, which
include pyloudnorm and loudness.py, we utilize the
soundfile package7 to read the audio data from disk.
We count the time to load the audio data in the timings
to provide a more fair comparison with the previous
methods that require system calls and utilize their own
data loading process. We see a significant speedup
with loudness.py, which achieves a RTF that is 16x
greater than ffmepg. These timings are comparable
to pyloudnorm, which has similar overhead. These
results appear to agree with our intuition that simpler
implementations with less overhead tend to perform
more efficiently.
7 https://github.com/bastibe/python-soundfile
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Conclusion

In this work, we presented pyloudnorm, an easyto-install Python package that implements the
ITU-R BS.1770 recommendation for measuring the
perceived loudness of audio signals. We outlined the
flexible design of pyloudnorm, and discussed the optional modifications that we incorporate based on recent literature. These modifications aim to improve
the performance of measurements for more diverse
content, and have been neglected in previous implementations. We compared pyloudnorm to a number
of open source and commercial implementations, and
performed an evaluation of their measurements on the
original compliance material, as well as our own test
signals. We found that while most meters are compliant, a few appear to produce unexpected measurements,
and may not be fully compliant. We demonstrated that
pyloudnorm is both fully compliant, and tends to agree
with other meters on a set of test material meant to
stress these implementations. Finally, we compared
the runtime of these implementations and found that
pyloudnorm is among one of the fastest options.
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